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'This singularly original c o n t r i b u t i o n t o t h e s t u d y o f

Dis-Orienting Rhythms

expressive c u l t u r e s is essential r e a d i n g . '
AVTAR B R A H , University of London
This book writes back the presence of South Asian youth into a
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rapidly expanding and exuberant music scene; and celebrates ibis
as a dynamic expression of the experience of diaspora w i t h an
urgent political consciousness. One of the first attempts to situate
such production within the study of race and identity, it uncovers
the crucial role that South Asian dance musics - from H i p - h o p ,
Qawwali and Bhangra through Soul, Indie and Jungle - have
played in a new urban cultural politics.
Beginning w i t h theoretical understandings of South Asian
cultural representation that move beyond o u t m o d e d essentialisi
accounts, contributors go on to narrate the formation of South
Asian expressive culture coming out of the highly charged
context of UK Black politics. The book then looks at the
antecedents of political South Asian musical performance, antiracist organizing and problems of alliance with the white Left.
The final part engages with the m o v e m e n t s and translations of
cultural productions across the w o r l d , particularly in the
fractured spaces of a post colonial Bnia
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INTRODUCTION

to the memory of Ved Parkash Shartna,
and all the other South Asian settlers who
struggled and remade their Hues in Britain

Sanjay Sharma, John Hutnyk
and Ashwani Sharma

Now we're Nomads
That stay in one place
Not a country
N o t a face...

This is a journey from
Loneliness to pride
No longer any need to hide...
{'Journey', Asian Dub Foundation)'
'Saris', 'vindaloo' and 'Ravi Shankar' are perhaps some of the less offensive
ethnically marked objects that define a South Asian cultural presence in
multi-racist Britain. So why should we complain? Ethnicity is in. Cultural
difference is in. Marginality is in. Consumption of the Other is all the
rage for late capitalism. Finally, it appears that the 'coolie' has become
cool. Yet in congruence, racial violence continues to soar as Fortress
Europe further secures its borders. You may wonder how this is related
to a book about the new Asian dance music, which seeks to reflect
critically upon an exponentially rising youth culture vying for a legitimate
place in contemporary British popular culture.
This book does begin the process of writing in the presence of an
emergent Asian youth culture in Britain. However, the reader will dis
cover that many of the questions raised in these chapters are not
answered. We like it like that. We recognize that an increasing heterophilia found in Cultural Studies feeds this expanding discipline's
voracious appetite for all that is labelled 'hybrid'. It makes this book a
risky project. Our intention has not been an exercise in meticulous
I
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description, or authoritative ethnography, or insider 'native' accounts
and explanation of vibrant forms of Asian cultural expression in Britain.
These cultural forms continue to be imbued with an exoticized, othered
status in the West, and our primary goal has been to break out of the
Orientalist tradition of simply making knowable these cultural produc
tions for an ever-eager academic audience and other agencies of control.
T h e imperative to provide a conclusive report on the current state of
play of the children of the diaspora strikes us as a compromise that
cannot be countenanced. "We recognize interest in a sociology of South
Asian culture in Britain, and especially youth cultures, as having close
ideological connections with the disciplines of command that police
inner-urban neighbourhoods, close down Black clubs, collude in im
migration control, and so on - and all this is part of the same spectrum
as an interest in what happens with Britain's ethnicized populations in
the generations after migration.
Dis- Orienting Rhythms opens up a series of critical debates and tensions
concerning the production of the new Asian dance music as an object of
knowledge for academic consumption. We are interested in both diversi
fication and consolidation of the possible points of resistance to such
imperatives of disciplinary control, and in a critique of the celebration
and substitution of 'difference' for ensuing socio-economic inequalities
and racial terror. First of all, our aim is to explode the possibilities of
simply writing about such cultural production; we are for a new soci
ology, cultural studies, politics, or whatever, that does not rehearse
Orientalist and exoticizing scholarship, but opens space for insights,
creativity, and intervention. In extension of this, we are interested in the
political project of making spaces within the public sphere for these
cultural processes, for the flourishing of a wild creativity, for alliances
and collaboration against oppression at all levels, and so for an expressive
culture unbound from the conventions and cliches of hegemonic order.
This is one of the first books on contemporary Asian popular culture
in the UK, so why focus on music? The book explores, in various
ways, the crucial role that contemporary Asian dance music has played
in the formation of an urban cultural politics in Britain. We have
charted, but not exhausted, possible responses to questions that come
out of this cultural politics.
In writing the chapters that make up this volume, we asked the
contributors to keep in mind a tripartite code: against simplification,
against anti-politics, against victimologies. What unites all the contribu
tors is a perspective that includes opposing an ethnic identity politics
that is absolutist or essentialist, that offers only management of identity
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by singularly empowered individuals - self-appointed, state, media, or
academic-approved vanguards - with vested interests in maintaining
boundaries of identity and in closing down openings and dispersals.
Why is it that political aspirations and articulations have regressed (to
the point where an ethnographer such as Marie Gillespie [1995] can
claim that Apache Indian's hybrid musical style is 'subversive', as if be
ing hybrid is all there is to being subversive)? For many nowadays, to
offer a radical politics that challenges anything much seems too diffi
cult. These closures of political aspiration, the decline of 'politics' in
favour of gesture, identity, and liberal multiculturalism, and the disap
pearance of critical questioning are all to be challenged across the line
of music and politics.
This book has been organized into four parts. However, each chapter
engages with a multiplicity of debates and contentions and cannot be
wholly confined under" our organizing rubric. To insist on this ordering
would prematurely close down other possible conjunctions and readings.
Each of the chapters is a specific engagement with the different dimen
sions and political imperatives of-diasporic Asian musical cultures.
The first part of the book begins with an introductory chapter by
Ashwani Sharma. By juxtaposing a critique of the term 'World Music'
with an interrogation of the academy's recent attention to cultural
difference and ethnicity, he exposes the Eurocentric limits of the cele
bration of hybrid Otherness. This opening intervention marks and makes
visible the limits of theorizing Asian musical cultural production at this
historical conjuncture in which both epistemic and racial violence exist
conterminously with the fetishization of marginality. Next, in Chapter
z, Sanjay Sharma builds upon and closely details how mainstream
academic accounts of Asian music, in particular Bhangra and postBhangra, are framed within an authenticity problematic of cultural
difference. In deconstructing the category 'Asian' from its ethno-cultural
determinations, the chapter attempts to produce a new theoretical
understanding of Asian cultural representation that moves beyond the
essentialist 'race'-orientated discourses and overdetermined accounts of
ethnicity in the academy. By creating an interrogative dialogue with
noted post-Bhangra Rap artists, Sanjay Sharma points towards more
productive ways of undertaking cultural study: to a pedagogy commit
ted to the construction of forms of political engagement that do not
reduce popular culture to the scrutinized Other. Moreover, this prac
tice blurs the boundaries between academic production and cultural
expression. This approach exemplifies a concern of the book as a whole:
to engage in discursive work that disrupts and challenges the conventions

